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Introduction
In times of unexpected circumstances, one needs  
dedicated approaches and strategies to be able to perform 
as usual. Due to COVID-19, a lot of private institutes and  
hospitals are having to change their ways of thinking.  
One of the most important messages that we’d like to 
highlight and discuss in this article is that it is possible to 
provide high-quality examinations without local support. 

The key to doing so is a well-connected digital network 
of specialists. At ARISTRA, our entire infrastructure is based 
on doctors and technicians in different locations. We have 
been operating in this way for almost two years now,  
and we have never had the feeling that we are missing 
something.

The MRI institutes, where we operate, are widely 
spread out. This means that, even before the coronavirus 
restrictions, we sometimes could not set our protocols  
onsite. We want to highlight some pitfalls and issues  
that users might run into, and show the solutions we  
find useful for our work processes. 

Scanners at different sites may differ in many ways, 
even if they look alike. 

Examples include:
• gradient strengths
• coils
• versions/releases
• magnetic field strength
• environmental circumstances
• licenses or software packages
• vendors and their specific sequences
• patients/study participants

As you can see, there are many aspects that can bring up 
plenty of challenges. To make sure our protocols provide 
the same quality on different scanners, we must keep all  
of them in mind.

Our approaches
Exporting protocols
When we finish our protocols, we have to export them 
from the scanner unit. The Dot Cockpit provides a  
simple solution: just click on the arrow in the ‘Export’  
menu (Fig. 1). 

2   Choose your protocol and use the ‘Print’ option to export your data 
as a PDF or XML file.

1   Prepare your protocol and use the arrow to export it to your 
favorite destination.
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It also gives you the opportunity to export the finished 
data as a PDF or XML file (Fig. 2). Our recommendation is 
to export it as all different file types to make sure that one 
of them will be suitable for the scanner on which you are 
about to implement the protocol.

Also, if you have images with your preferred protocol, 
syngo.via gives you the opportunity to export them to a CD 
or into your PACS. You’ll see in the next step why this can 
be useful.

Importing protocols
Implementing protocols on a workstation can also be done 
in the Dot Cockpit. You’ll find another arrow in the ‘Import’ 
menu (Fig. 3).

This can be done easily, but there can also be some 
difficulties with the scanner/release version. While trying  
to implement the .edx or .exar file, the Dot Cockpit will 
show you what the issue is caused by:
• Version/release incompatibility → take the information 

from the Dot Cockpit and set up the protocols on your 
scanner manually.

• Hardware incompatibility (e.g., differences in gradient 
system or local coils) → the system will show a popup 
window telling you that it is about to transform the se-
quences in your current system. After this process, 
you’ll be able to see in the Dot Cockpit what parame-
ters have changed (Fig. 5). We strongly recommend 
checking these parameter changes and adapting as 
necessary, probably with a sample patient.

 
If you only have images that you want to implement on 
your scanner, you can just drag and drop them into your 
Dot Cockpit or into the queue in the exam card. 

Adapting protocols
Parameters can convert due to hardware differences, and 
these have to be adapted by technicians onsite. Check the 
mentioned list with changes before you start adapting.  
Protocols with parameter changes due to conversion are 
underlined, and can therefore be identified easily. Perform 
a sample examination to make sure the image quality is the 
same as before. 

Remote approach
In certain situations it can be difficult to achieve the  
same quality as on the reference scanner. If no application 
specialist is available, we recommend using Expert-i.  
This software from Siemens Healthineers provides you  
with a fully remote workstation. 

Another option from Siemens Healthineers is  
syngo Virtual Cockpit. This option allows technologists  
or radiologists to access the current examination from  
anywhere in the world. This can be very useful if the  
technologist needs assistance with difficult cases.  

3   Choose your protocol from your source and click on the arrow to 
tell the Dot Cockpit to import it to your workstation.

4   Choose your sequence and drag and drop it either to the  
Dot Cockpit or your exam card to scan immediately.

1. Option: Dot Cockpit
2. Option: Exam Card

5   Choose ‘Upgrade Info’ to see the adaptation of relevant  
parameters.
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syngo Virtual Cockpit can also be a cost-effective way  
of teaching technologists remotely, or troubleshooting 
with application specialists. As Siemens Healthineers says, 
syngo Virtual Cockpit helps you move knowledge, not 
staff. 

At ARISTRA, we do not currently have the syngo  
Virtual Cockpit available on any of our scanners, but this  
is something we looked into long before the pandemic hit. 
We hope the syngo Virtual Cockpit will be available on our 
scanners in the near future. This will enable us to maintain 
our protocols well, teach newer technologists, optimize 
processes together, and even manage difficult cases with-
out being physically present. 

Conclusion
Protocol maintenance can be a complicated process that 
has to be performed by highly skilled technicians. This is 
especially true when the hospital has different scanner 
types and different sites. However, there are ways to make 
it easier by using remote operating systems and staff. Our 
solutions show some of the basic approaches. 

As institutes and hospitals spread their MRI scanners, 
there should be improvements in the entire infrastructure. 
We recommend considering and taking a look at the syngo 
Virtual Cockpit, which in our opinion is a holistic solution 
for remote maintenance and high-quality examinations.
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Prepare your patients mentally  
for their MRI exam
Most patients who undergo an MRI exam, experience 
some level of anxiety. As a result, some move so much 
that they cause motion artifacts, cannot complete the 
scan, or do not even show up for the exam. Up to 75%1 
of all unsatisfactory scan outcomes can be eliminated 
by educating patients on the MRI exam.

Tap the full potential of your facility by preparing your 
patients for the scan with our Patient Education Toolkit. 
A video, poster, meditation, and a book for children 
explain the process of an MRI exam in simple words and 
answer common questions:

• What does an MRI exam entail?
• What is important when having an MRI exam?
• What does an MRI exam feel like?

1  Törnqvist, E., Månsson, A., Larsson, E.-M., & Hallström, I. (2006). Impact of extended written information on patient anxiety and image  
motion artifacts during magnetic resonance imaging. Acta Radiologica, 47(5), 474–480. https://doi.org/10.1080/02841850600690355.

Download the Patient Education Toolkit in your preferred language here: 
siemens-healthineers.com/mri-patient-education 

Your MRI examination 
explained simply

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is an imaging technique used in 
radiology for examining internal organs. Unlike other imaging methods 
that use radiation such as CT, MRI uses a magnetic field and radio waves 
to generate precise images. 

Since an MRI does not expose a patient to radiation, the exam is a very 
safe diagnostic procedure. Nevertheless, do inform the staff if you are  
pregnant or allergic to any medicines.

If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to talk to the medical staff.  
You can also watch this video for more in-depth information on how to prepare for your MRI exam:

siemens-healthineers.com/mri-patient-education

What does an MRI exam entail?

What is important when having  
an MRI exam?

Metal objects are not allowed inside the MRI 
suite due to an MRI’s strong magnetic field. 
Please inform staff if you have any metal 
objects inside of your body that cannot be 
removed such as implants, a pacemaker,  
and stents. 

You won’t feel anything during the exam.  
You will receive earplugs to protect your ears 
from the loud thumping noises of the MRI 
scanner. Lying inside a narrow tunnel can  
be an unusual experience, which is why we 
recommend closing your eyes. However,  
if a contrast agent is used, the area where  
it enters your body may feel warm or cold. 
Large or colored tattoos may also feel warm 
during the exam. 

In the patient questionnaire, you enter  
information that is important for your  
examination. If contrast agent is required  
to detect certain structures in your body 
more clearly, you will be fitted with a port.

An MRI exam lasts approximately 20 to  
60 minutes. During your exam, try to remain 
as still as possible. Movements can adversely 
affect the quality of the images and result  
in delays or rescans.

To achieve best image quality, a receiver  
coil will be placed on the region of your body 
to be examined. Once ready for the exam, 
you will be moved slowly into the MRI tunnel 
and the scan will begin.

You must remove any metal objects on  
your body before the start of the exam 
including piercings, jewelry, eyeglasses, 
hearing aids, phones, or underwire bras. 

What does an MRI exam 
feel like?
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